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**NYT and USA Today Bestselling Series! This four-book limited edition box set with bonus content

will be available for the sale price of 99 cents for a short time.***HOLD (Gentry Boys #5) is also now

available, exclusively on !! "All my life I'd always known what the Gentry boys were. A set of

fraternal triplets born to a depraved family, they were rough, sexy and wild as wolves..."DRAWThey

called us 'those white trash Gentry boys' until we believed that's what we were. Our people squatted

at the edge of a hellhole prison town for generations. The childhood we endured was the stuff of

nightmares. I'd learned early on that my brothers, Chase and Creed, were the only people on earth

worth my time.They all told us we were bad, that we'd always be bad.The horrors of the past have

scarred my soul.But now I need to be better.For her.RISKViolence had always found us Gentrys but

this time I'd put the price on my own head. It was my cross to bear. No flinching allowed.There was

only room for me, my brothers, and the resolve to survive. That's all there ever had been.There was

certainly no reason for more than than a quick and dirty time with any female, no matter how much

this sassy southern girl with a killer body turned my head around.I shouldn't hold on to Truly Lee for

more than a few hours. I shouldn't even think about it. This thing could finish us both.It doesn't

matter. She's all I want.GAMEGentry men aren't supposed to be very bright. We're big. We're

brutal. Women can't wait to invite us inside. I know I can have any one of them I want any time I

want.It seems unlikely that some bad-tempered chick and her snotty attitude would keep my interest

but here it is. Stephanie has no idea what she does to me. I want that girl in more ways than I can

even talk about.It should have been enough to have her and be done with it. But no matter how

volatile we are together, it's never enough.To hell with anyone who objects. I'm not letting her

go.FALLHow many women have I ruined?Hell if there's any point in counting. Only once did I ever

do something unforgivable and the consequence crushed my soul. Maybe that's why I remain here,

in the barren desert wasteland occupied by the worst of my degenerate family.This is a prison I've

inflicted on myself.Into my purgatory walks Jenny; feisty, beautiful, not much more than a girl

herself.No one decent should want a thing to do with me.I told her that.She didn't listen.**Also

includes an excerpt from HOLD, Book #5 in the Gentry Boys series.This series is intended for

mature audiences. It contains explicit language, sexual situations, and violence that may be

upsetting to some.
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I'll start by saying i Just love this whole series. Every single book!!Book 1 DrawOur introduction to

the Gentry Boys!! This is Cord and Saylor's story. Cord and his brothers are doing what they can to

get by. They find themselves illegal fighting to make money which in all honesty is better than what

they once faced at home in Emblem. Saylor having escaped to California found herself in a really

bad relationship she had to escape. She decides to go her cousin's Bray's who she has always

been close with to try and start again. Unfortunately when she turns up her cousin is not home and

she tried to break in. Little does she know that the Gentry boys are there and have made friends

with him. Cord catches her trying to break in and the story goes from here.I really enjoyed the story

there is some bad history between Saylor and Cord and boy does he have some making up to do.

Saylor does not make it easy for him. Cord i actually feel is probably the sweetest out of the triplets

and all he ever wanted was family he had his brothers and no one else mattered but as soon as

Saylor comes along he makes room in his heart for her. I fell in love!! I also loved the dynamic of the

Triplets they are so different in personality but they just fit and nothing will ever get between them.

They sacrifice themselves for each other which brings trouble to their door.Book 2 RiskRisk is Creed

and Trulys story. Creed is the brooding quiet one of the bunch. He feels like he is the protector or

his brothers although he hides his own pain by drinking. His only love is playing music which he tries

to his from everyone. Truly works with Saylor so she kind of knows the boys through her.



WOWâ€¦what an amazing deal!! I read each of these books and they were all 5 star reads for

meâ€¦so I will quickly run down each one.DRAW: Cord, Chase and Creed Gentry were like the

unholy trinity of wild bad boy triplets growing up in their small town...the girls lusted after them, the

town feared them and they were completely abused and discarded like old furniture by their own

parents.Saylor was a sweet, too-trusting young woman who had a history with these boys (Cord

took something very precious from her one day and it haunted her when she left to start a new life)

but nothing could have prepared her for the abuse she would suffer from an unlikely person who

was NOT one of the low-life Gentry men, but someone she should have been able to trust.When

Saylor escapes and runs back to the safety of her cousin and BFF Bray, she is forced to confront

the demons from her past and in that hell she finds out that the love of her life is standing right in

front of her. I really liked the believability factor in this book...no insta-love, they had mature

reactions to traumatic situations and I especially liked how a very serious problem that could have

had a horrible impact on many characters, was resolved in an awesome conclusion.RISK: Where

do I even begin to express how much I loved this book...it was dark, beautiful, heart-breaking and hit

home with me on so many levels.When I first met the Gentry triplets (Cord, Creed and Chase) in

Draw, they were everything a girl could want (or really shouldn't want) in a boyfriend. They were like

a sexy bad-boy tag-team of muscles and brawn all rolled into a package of heat...you want one

Gentry boy, you get them all...a package deal for any girl lucky enough to have a night of no-strings

fun.

I LOVE this series So much.....I read Draw not realizing how much I would fall in love with the

Gentry Boys. Front that first book I was Obsessed with this family.DRAW: Loved this book.... I

literally could not put this book down. Cord Gentry was so sweet and good to Saylor. He treated her

like a queen. Can't wait to read about Creed Gentry..... I '' These Gentry Brothers!!!RISK:Wow, I

know I wont be able to convey in words what this book did to me. I loved Draw and didn't think it

was possible to top it but Risk was on a whole nother level.I could not put this book down but I did

read it very slowly because I didn't want it to end.Creed was a man of few words but when he

opened his mouth, whether it was to talk to Truly or sing, it meant something meaningful. "One more

thing. Tell her she was it for me. I should have told her myself"He never hurt Truly and I loved that

about him. There was no miscommunication between Creed and Truly....this was just a love story

between two people who had more in common than they realized.Both had a hard childhood that

they overcame. Creed was everything that Truly stopped hoping for a long time ago. Neither were



perfect but they were perfect and deserved each other.This is such a great love story that will stay

with you for days to come and I cant wait to read Chases story, not only because I love him but I'll

get to see into the lives of the other brothers.GAME: I love the Gentry Brothers, They are all

different in their own way. Chase is the smart, funny and sexy one. (They're all sexy)Chase has

definitely met his match with Stephanie. They give just as much as they get.
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